
Radaris Improves Background Check Report Data Quality for Better Identity Verification 
 
New Online Services, Markets and Social Environments Demand Consumers be More Cautious to Avoid 
Identity Theft, Confidence Scams and High Risk Situations 
 
Radaris, the public records search engine, today announced more personal background information and 
public records have been added to its background check reports. The new data includes more detail on 
every criminal and civil record available, property transaction history and additional contact information 
for the subject and their family. The improved quality of these background check reports enable 
customers to perform better identity verification in any online or direct social interaction. 
 
Each year, new online services, marketplaces and social environments demand a new degree of trust 
from consumers. From Airbnb host profiles to online dating profiles, the services offer some insight by 
way of reviews, but very little verified facts and information. Identity verification services are employed 
by many businesses to verify customer identities and protect them from fraud and other illegal uses. 
They are used by many retail merchants, social networks and online dating sites to prevent underage 
signups, money laundering and harassment. The three simple rules of online interactions are, 1) never 
send money to someone you meet online outside of the service’s secure system, 2) never provide 
sensitive personal information directly to an unverified person, 3) always screen the person or vet the 
host of a property as the true owner, and require them to prove their identity, before committing time 
or money. Now, consumers can access the same background check information to safeguard their own 
personal interactions. 
 
Radaris background checks offer identity verification more completely, more objectively and better by 
combining hundreds of public records sources into a single report. The new detailed information 
available in the latest data update and quality improvements brings personal identity verification to a 
higher level. These improved reports now include felony and misdemeanor criminal court records from 
national, state and county governments, social security number validations, education history, 
professional licenses, criminal court records, civil records, address history, family relations and personal 
connections whenever the information is available. 
 
Experience the improved data quality of the best public record identity verification service online today 
at, http://radaris.com/ 
 
About Radaris 
Radaris is a public record search engine. Radaris.com provides comprehensive profiles of every person in 
the country that combine public records with social media and other online mentions along with 
premium background check reports, contact information reports and other information tools. 
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